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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a broad overview of the assessment of student financial need. After
tracing the development of the concept of financial need as it relates to student aid and the
various procedures that have been used to determine financial need, the issues related to need
assessment are examined. First, research on the problems involved in collection of financial
information is reviewed in an attempt to idewify the most reliable items and procedures.
Although the use of financial information that is related to the federal income tax system
appears to produce the most reliable results, the. lead time between application for financial aid
and matriculation to college and the collection of asset information represent unresolved
problems. Second, the procedures used to analyze individual financial need are reviewed,
pointing out the steps involved in the development of a need analysis model, the data used to
construct the standards against which the financial situations of individual families are
evaluated, and the differences in the analysis of income and assets that exist. The final section
discusses current problems in need assessment. They include the relationship of need
assessment to available aggregate financial aid, the appropriate living standard to be
incorporated into the need analysis model, the different effects of "absolute" and "relative"
financial need, and the effects of changing economic conditions on the ability of parents to
pay for higher education and the consequent financial need of students.
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TOWARD MORE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE STUDENT AID FUNDS:
PROBLEMS IN ASSESSING STUDENT FINANCIAL NEED

M. D. Orwig

Much is written recently of the financial plight
of higher education. Rising cost per student,
increasing enrollment, and a leveling of federal,
state, and private support have all combined to
assert considerable financial pressure on colleges
and universities throughout the country. One result
of these pressures has been rapidly increasing
tuition at both public and private institutions.

Many proposals have been advanced to help
parents and students and the colleges themselves
pay for the rising cost of higher education (Orwig,
1971). Although the proposals have ranged from
free public education for all (Wattenbarger, 1971;
Chambers, 1968) to full-cost tuition for those who
can afford it (Friedman, 1962, 1968;. Hansen &
Weisbrod, 1971; Roose, 1970; Clurman, 1969),
perhaps the most common element of most pro-
posals for aid to higher education is that at least a
portion of the aid be granted to students on the
basis of their financial need. The proposals of the
Carnegie Commission (1968, 1970), the "Rivlin
Report" (U.S Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1968), Bowen (1968, 1969), the 1970

and 1971 proposals of the Nixon Administration,
Hansen & Weisbrod (1971), and others (Kerr,
1968, 1969; Rivlin & Weiss, 1969; Bolton, 1968)
all have as at least one aspect of their proposals for
financing higher education a financial-need-based
student aid program. Yet seldom do any of these
proposals deal with the question of how student
financial need should be evaluated, what should be
considered, and what, in fact, is the basis for
financial need.

It is the purpose of this paper, therefore, to
examine the concept of student financial need.
After reviewing the history and development of
need-based financial aid and the evaluation of
student financial need, the concept of need anal-
ysis will be examined in terms of the variables
considered and the models used to assess financial
need. Finally, the paper will explore present
problems in need analysis pointing to the implica-
tions of alternative conceptions to students and
parents, institutions of higher education, and
funding agencies.



An Overview

The origin of student financial aid was traced by
Rudolph to the earliest forms of American higher
education (1965):

From the beginning the American college was cloaked with
public purpose.... The college was expected to give more
than it receivednot more than it received from the society
it served, but more than it received from the particular
young men who were being prepared to do society's work
[p. 177] .

Hence, by charging students less, in the form of
tuition and fees, than it cost to educate them,
financial aid has historically been granted to all
students. Even in the beginning, however, the need
for financial aid was implicitly recognized as a
deterrent to college matriculation, and, as a con-
sequence, special consideration was provided to
selected poor students by waiving all their tuition
(Rudolph, 1965; Brubacher & Rudy, 1958). The
rationale for waiving tuition for poor students,
however, derived from an attempt to counteract
claims that college was only for the rich rather
than from any systematic attempt to eliminate the
financial barriers to college attendance (Rudolph,
1965; Nash, 1968). Indeed, financial aid to stu-
dents has served a wide variety of purposes over
the years, from rewarding intelligence, academic
performance, service to the country, physical
appearance and beauty, and athletic prowess to
attracting students to critical skill areas, from
different geographic areas, and to military service
(West, 1963, pp. 75-81). Although financial need
was implicitly considered in such programs as the
part-time jobs provided by the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration and the National Youth
Administration during the depression of the 1930s
and although many of the students who benefited
from college scholarships, the GI Bills of the two
World Wars, and other aid programs would proba-
bly not have been able to attend college without
this assistance (Rivlin, 1961, pp. 63-70), the
systematic consideration of student financial need
did not evolve until the 1950s. It was only during
the fifties that the concept of financial need was.
defined, formalized, and evaluated as a criterion
for receiving financial aid.

The development began in the Northeast
through a loose consortium of private colleges that
desired, through cooperative agreement, to volun-
tarily limit the amount of financial aid that would
be used to recruit academically talented students
to the campus. To do this they developed a
procedure, later called need analysis, that would
enable them to determine a reasonable contri-
bution from the student and his family and
limiting the scholarship offered to the student to
the amount of his financial need, i.e., the differ-
ence between the family contribution and the cost
of after ding an institution. By voluntarily using
the same need ar. Ilysis procedure, colleges were
able to minimize financial competition as a means
to attract students to their campus. Although
previous to this individual colleges were probably
implicitly if not explicitly evaluating the financial
need of applicants, this represents the first inter-
college use of a systematic financial need analysis
procedure.

But the transition to need-based student aid did
not come easy. For years colleges and students
were accustomed to scholarships being a reward for
accomplishment. It mattered not whether the
student was poor or rich, the scholarship was
awarded for what he had accomplished and as an
incentive to even greater accomplishment. Witness,
for example, the opinion of the American Federa-
tion of Teachers (West, 1956):

The American Federation of Teachers is opposed to any
means test in selecting qualified youth for higher education.
Such a test violates fundamental democratic principles and
is educationally unsound. If a student of ample means is
awarded a scholarship he may return the amount he
received as a gift. But the selection of men and women of
ability for scholarship grants should be based solely on their
capacity to profit themselves and their fellow men through
further study and should not involve any consideration of
their financial status [p. 122] .

The problem then as today, however, is that
income and measures of ability are highly correla-
ted so that financial aid rewarded without regard
to financial need resulted in a concentration of aid
funds among students from higher income families



(West, 1963, pp. 53-62), and tended to perpetuate
the income inequalities existing in the society
(Denison, 1970).

Two developments combined to increase the use
of financial need as a primary criterion for award-
ing aid to students: (1) the introduction, by the
College Entrance Examination Board, of the Col-
lege Scholarship Service; and (2) the evolving social
acceptance, as manifested in federal student aid
programs, of the desirability of universal post-
secondary education and equality of educational
opportunity. The College Scholarship Service
(C55) was formed in 1954 to formalize, centralize
the administration, and broaden the use of need
analysis procedures that were being used co-
operatively by a relatively few colleges. CSS
actively encouraged the use of need analysis in
awarding financial aid, and even though the use of
CSS was voluntary, membership in CSS increased
from approximately 90 colleges and universities in
1954 to approximately 950 by 1968' (West, 1956;
College Entrance Examination Board, 1969). In
1961 the participants in CSS adopted a statement
of "Financial Aid Principles" which, among other
things, specified that "the primary purpose of a
college's financial aid program should be to provide
financial assistance to students who, without such
aid, would be unable to attend college," and "that
the amount of aid offered a student by a college
and by other sources should not exceed the
amount he needs" (College Entrance Examination
Board, 1970, p.1-3).

Although CSS did much to encourage the
distribution of financial aid on the basis of student
financial need, the growth of federal student aid
programs was also an important factor. The
National Defense Student Loan Program (NDSL)
passed in 1958 as part of the National Defense
Education Act required that participating
institutions (U.S. Office of Education, 1968b)

shall grant loans only to students who are in need of the
loan to pursue a course of study at the institution; and that
such a determination shall include consideration of: (1) the
income, assets, and resources of the applicant; (2) the
income, assets, and resources of the applicant's family; and
(3) the costs reasonably necessary for the student's
attendance at the institution.

The use of financial need analysis was given further
impetus in 1965 with the passage of the Higher
Education Act and its two student aid programs:
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the Educational Opportunity Grants Program
(EOG) and the College Work-Study Program
(CWS). The guidelines for both of these programs,
when contrasted with the rather general require-
ments for need analysis for the NDSL Program,
required a more rigorous procedure for deter-
mining financial need. In a booklet published by
the U.S. Office of Education (U.S. Office of
Education, 1968a), it was pointed out that

even though the academic qualifications of students
selected to receive funds under the federal programs are not
rigorous, the financial need qualifications definitely are.
Successful administration of these programs by colleges,
particularly the Educational Opportunity Grants Program,
will require the college to identify young men and women
of exceptional financial need, to determine the amount of
assistance they need to continue their education beyond
high school, and to offer a package of financial assistance
adequate to meet each student's needs '"o. 21.

The move toward standardized need analysis was
also encouraged by the determination of financial
need which was required for the EOG Program. Both
the NDSL and, eventually, the CWS Programs'
based student eligibility on a concept of "relative
financial need." Financial need for the same person
varied from one institution to another in that it
was equal to the difference between the family
contribution and the cost of attending an institu-
tion. For the EOG Program, however, student
eligibility was determined solely on the basis of the
contribution expected from the family without
regard to the cost of the institution. Referred to as
"absolute financial need," the guidelines for this
program required the institution to make a specific
determination of the dollar contribution that
-would be expected from the family because the
size of the awardvarying from $200 to
$1,000for which a student was eligible was a
direct function of the family contribution.

Membership in CSS costs $100 per yea: and many colleges use CSS
without being members. It was estimated that in 1968 CSS was used
as the primary need analysis method at 76% of the private and 36%
of the public institutions, or at a total of approximately 1,100
institutions (Orwig, 19701.

2 1n the first year of this program, student eligibility was based on
"absolute financial need." But when the program was transferred
from the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Office of
Education in 1965, eligibility was broadened and based on a
student's financial need relative to the institution he chose to attend
(Nash, 1968}.



Recognizing that many institutions that desired
to participate in the EOG and CWS Programs were
not using a standardized procedure to evaluate the
financial need of their aid applicants, the Office of
Education authorized two simple procedures that
institutions could use for financial need analysis:
the Alternate Income Method and the Income Tax
Method (U.S. Office of Education, 1968a). The
Alternate Income Method consisted of a table that
showed the contribution that could be provided by
different sized families at different income levels.
The Income Tax Method based expected family
contribution on the amount of federal income tax
paid by the family. This latter procedure derived
from a study by Crawford who noted the similarity
in taxes paid and the contribution expected by
CSS from families in he middle-income range and
suggested that, with appropriate adjustments for
low- and high-income families, the income tax paid
might be used as a base to reflect contribution
expected from the family by CSS ;Crawford,
1962).3 Although both the Alternate Income and
Income Tax Methods enabled a simpler deter-
mination of financial need, a desire that ranked
high among financial aid officers (Orwig, 1970),
both of them required that the actual need analysis
be performed by the financial aid officer himself
and neither of them considered unusual circum-
stances that affect the individual family unit or the
economy, such as the number of children in the
family, extraordinary expenses faced by the
family, changes in the cost of living, changes in the
federal income tax, etc.

With the introduction of federal programs for
student aid that were based in part on financial
need, many publicly supported colleges and univer-
sities that had previously possessed insufficient
institutional funds for student aid began to
establish financial aid offices and to develop
college programs. These publicly supported institu-
tions with low tuition and modest college costs had
traditionally served the less affluent sector of
college youth. To help them equitably distribute
their federal aid funds, these colleges and univer-
sities desired more than a centralized service. To
assess need they wanted an instrument that was
reliable for their applicants yet sufficiently simple
for use by students from low-income families so
that the instrument itself would not pose a barrier
to student financial aid and hence educational
opportunity. In the mid-1960s several colleges and

universities prevailed upon The American College
Testing Program (ACT) to develop such a service,
and in 1967 ACT introduced a centralized student
need analysis service which institutions could use
to analyze the financial need of their aid appli-
cants. Although somewhat different in approach
than CSS, the ACT system was similar in that it
processed and computed the financial need of
individual students who were applying for aid and
sent a need analysis report to the institutions
designated by the student. A major purpose in the
introduction of the ACT system was to accom-
modate the desire of aid officers for a simplified
need analysis system that, unlike the Alternate
Income and Income Tax Methods, systematically
considered the unusual circumstances of individual
families, freed the aid officer from the necessity of
computing financial need, and was based on a
conceptual framework and actual data that reflec-
ted the abilities of families to pay for college rather
than the vagaries of the Federal Income Tax
System (The American College Testing Program,
1970a). A major thrust of the ACT system has
been to simplify the need analysis process (Orwig
& Jones, 1970), and by 1970 ACT was used as the
primary need analysis system at over 400 institu-
tions and was accepted by more than 1.800.

It was estimated that in 1968 a standardized
need analysis procedure (i.e., either ACT, CSS, the
Alternate Income Method, or the Income Tax
Method) was used to distribute financial aid funds
at more than 1,600 institutions of higher education
and that an additional 240 institutions evaluated
student financial need with procedures unique to
their own institution when making aid awards
(Orwig, 1970). Presumably this total has increased
so that it is probable that financial need is today a
primary criterion for financial aid at the vast
preponderance of colleges and universities in this
country. In addition, 19 states award aid to
students based on their financial need (Boyd,
1969). This is not to imply, however, that all aid to
students is based on financial need because, as

3 Although for a few years the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation :ssed the adjusted income tax system suggested by
Crawford (West, 1963, p. 115), the qualifications and adjustments
to the federal income tax suggested by Crawford were dropped in
the Income Tax Method authorized by the Office of Education with
the result that the contribution expected from the same family
differed considerably under the Alternate Income and Income Tax
Methods (Orwig, 1970, pp. 1-13).



Boyd has pointed out, there is a whole range of aid
programs that provides assistance to certain cate-
gories of students, such as vetcrans, children of
disabled parents, dental students, medical students,
widows and children of deceased or disabled
veterans, etc., without systematically evaluating

financial need (Boyd, 1969, p. 4). Rather, it is to
suggest that most aid granted to students through
institutions of higher education or state scholarship
programs is based on the demonstrated financial
need of the student and his family.

How Is Financial Need Determined?

At the most basic level financial need analysis
consists of collecting the appropriate income, asset,
and background information from the student and
his family, determining the resources required to
support the family, and from the remaining avail-
able income and assets determining what amount
or proportion can be provided to meet the costs of
higher education. Although each of these steps can
be discussed separately, they are obviously inter-
related. In order to analyze a family's financial
situation, it is necessary to know what information
must be collected to make the analysis. On the
other hand, however, if the instrument used to
collect the financial information does not result in
comparable information reported by each family,
efforts to provide a standardized financial need
analysis for each family will be subverted. This
section of the report, therefore, examines the issues
involved in the collection of financial information
from the family and the analysis of that informa-
tion after it is collected.

Collecting Financial Information

Both income and asset information are collected
from parents to determine the resources they have
to support the family and the monetary contribu-
tion they can make to the college expenses of their
children. Yet both these categories of financial
data pose unique problems to their systematic and
standardized collection from parents and students.
Income can mean many things. It can be income
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before taxes, income after taxes, income before
business and/or farm production expenses; it can
be taxable income or nontaxable income; it can be
an estimate of income for the current year or the
next year; or it can be reported as income for the
last tax year. Similarly, assets are subject to
ambiguity in interpretation resulting in problems in
reporting. Ferber (1966) points out, for example,
that "definitions of savings, and of saving, vary in
scope and complexity. No single definition is

adequate for all purposes [p. 1] ." Savings might
include both checking and savings accounts; it
might include only savings accounts; it might
include government bonds; and some definitions of
savings would include investments in stocks and
bonds. The problem, then, is to use concepts of
income and asset categories that are easily and
generally understcod, that have a common defini-
tion, and that are likely, as a consequence, to yield
comparable information from the reports of
different family units.

Although the techniques used to collect income
information vary considerablywith both actual
and estimated income collected and analyzed, both
actual and estimated income collected and only
estimated income analyzed, actual and estimated
income collected and only actual income analyzed,
and only actual income information collected and
analyzedinformation on the validity and relia-
bility of income reported for student financial
need analysis is very limited. The evidence which
exists suggests that the most, reliable source of
income information is the income the family



earned during the full tax year that is most recent
to the time the stud ,"-it's financial need will be
assessed. The Illinois State Scholarship Commission
(ISSC, 1969), for example, compared the income
parents reported to them with the income that the
same parents indicated on their federal income tax
return and found that fewer than 5% of the cases
in the sample (N = 890) had reported income
information to the ISSC that might be considered
suspicious. A test-retest investigation of the relia-
bility of financial information reported for finan-
cial need analysis yielded reliability coefficients for
adjusted gross income (i.e., the item used to collect
taxable income for the 1969 federal income tax
return) of .94 in an identical form study (N = 200)
and .96 in a parallel form study (N = 300). Because
in the same studies the reliability coefficients for
other income (i.e., nontaxable income) were .83
and .70, respectively, it would appear that the use
of the most recent tax year income provides a
highly reliable source of income information (The
American College Testing Program, 1970b, pp.
4-12).

The use of income information from the most
recent tax year in financial need analysis is not
without its problems, however (U.S. Office of
Education, 1968a, p. 7 }. Because a student typi-
cally applies for financial aid in the academic year
previous to the time he will use the aid and because
an academic year encompasses part of 2 different
tax years, the income information from the most
recent tax year is usually 1 and sometimes 2 years
old at the time the student will be using his
financial aid. For example, a student who in
January 1970 applied for aid for the academic year
beginning in September 1970 would report income
earned in 1969 (the most recent tax year). Had he
applied in November or December of 1969, he
would report 1968 income which, of course, would
be 2 years old at the time the student was using his
financial aid. For this reason, estimated income
was for many years considered the most
appropriate source of income information.

But the problems with using estimated income
are just the reverse of those associated with the use
of the most recent tax years. Depending upon
when the application for aid is filed, the student
and his parents are required to project what their
income will be 1 to 2 years in the future, a process
that is difficult for the most sophisticated econo-
mist and one which can be affected by many
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unknown variables. Furthermore, an investigation
of estimated income reported by the parents of
ACT financial aid applicants revealed a systematic
bias, with parents below $5,000 income estimating
an increase in income, parents above $5,000
estimating a decline in income, and, in addition, as
income increased above $5,000 the average decline
in est;mated income increased (Orwig & Jones,
1970, pp. 10-14). Hence, it was concluded that the
use of estimated income operated to the disadvan-
tage of low-income families and, as a consequence,
ACT discontinued collecting estimated income,
requesting instead that parents communicate
directly with financial aid officers to explain any
anticipated change in income or expenses during
the year for which the application for financial aid
is made (The American College Testing Program,
1970a, pp. V-1).

Nevertheless, many problems in collecting
reliable financial information remain unsolved. The
relatively long lead time between application,
awarding financial aid, and matriculating to college
render the process more difficult than it might be
if the three steps occurred more or less simultane-
ously and if they coincided with the calendar year
that is used for the federal income tax. Even
though estimated income is unreliable, it is not
clear that 1 tax year is adequate. Perhaps 2 or 3 tax
years should be collected and only the most recent
analyzed. Perhaps they should be averaged together
and analyzed as one. The problem with this
approach, however, is that to collect a lengthy
history of financial information increases data
processing costs, complicates the reporting proce-
dure, and assumes that parents have the financial
records that would enable them to provide the
historical information, an assumption which, if
incorrect, would tend to reduce reliability.
Similarly, the very limited literature on the collec-
tion of asset information suggests that the nature
of the item used to collect the desired asset
information can have dramatic impact on the
reliability of the information reported (The
American College Testing Program, 1970b, p. 8).
Perhaps as research continues, it will eventually be
possible to identify a specific set of items for
collecting financial information that will each have
a stable and predictable reliability. With possible
exception of "Adjusted Gross Income" (or its
equivalent) and "Federal Income Tax Paid," this
does not yet appear possible.



Analyzing the Family's Financial Situation

Based on the information that is collected from
the family, the next step is to analyze this
information to determine the amount the family
(parents and applicant) can provide for college
expenses. Simply stated, this process consists of
two steps: first. determining the income required
to maintain the family at a given standard of living;
and second, from any remaining income and from
the assets of the family, determining the amount of
money the family can be expected to provide for
the college expenses of its ch:Id.4 Fundamental to
this process is the development of objective
criteria, formalized as a need analysis model, that
can be applied to all applicants in a standardized
manner. These criteria are derived from economic
data that reflect the living standards that obtain in
the society, and the variables considered in the
need analysis model enable each applicant and
family to be evaluated against the specified criteria.
A result of this procedure, therefore, is that the
financial situation of a family is accepted as it is,
without regard to how it got that way. Hence,
qualitative differences in the spending patterns of
families are relevant only insofar as they will affect
the ability of a family to provide the contribution
expected by the need analysis system. For
example, a family that is consuming at a rate above
that allowed for in the need analysis model will
find it more difficult to provide the contribution
expected by the need analysis system than those
consuming at a lower rate.

Typically, the criteria in the need analysis model
used to evaluate the income of the families of aid
applicants are derived from data published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in the U.S.
Departmert of Labor. BLS developed and periodi-
cally updates (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
June 1970) three budgets that indicate the
resources required for an urban family of four
persons to support itself at a low, moderate, and
high standard of living (BLS, 1968b). All three of
the budgets assume the maintenance of health and
social well-being of family members, and participa-
tion in community activities. They differ, however,
by varying the manner of living and the quantity
and quality of various goods. The lower standard,
for example, presumes that the family lives in
rental housing without air conditioning, performs
more services for itself, and makes greater use of

free recreation facilities in the community. The
lower standard requires 34% of family consump-
tion for a nutritionally adequate diet as contrasted
with 29% at the moderate level. Compared with
the higher and moderate level, the lower budget
provides for larger quantities of foods that have a
high nutritional return for costpotatoes, dry
beans and peas, and flour and cerealand smaller
quantities of meat, poultry, and fruits and
vegetables other than potatoes. Housing in the
lower budget is assumed at the lower third of
contract rents with the incidence of home owner-
ship increasing in the higher budgets. The BLS low
standard is above the poverty level (Orshansky,
1965), yet at a low standard when compared to
other U.S. families.

Schedules published by BLS (1968a) make it
possible to adjust these budgets to reflect the
families of aid applicants and to define a procedure
for making adjustments for different size families
(The American College Testing Program, 1970b;
Bowman, 1970; Bowman & Weiss, 1969). By
combining these adjusted budgets with data
adopted from a variety of other sources (U.S.
Department o: Labor, 1964; U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1962, 1965, 1967, 1970), it is possible
to develop standards or norms for evaluating the
income of the families of financial aid applicants.

In addition to income, the assets of the family
are also considered in determining financial need.
Althout_lh ACT and CSS employ different proce-
dures to evaluate assetswith ACT taxing assets
directly (The American College Testing Program,
1968, 1970a) and CSS considering assets as an
income supplement (Bowman & Weiss, 1968,
1970; College Entrance Examination Board,
1970)both provide allowances against assets in
recognition of the many purposes assets serve.
Thus, debts, one-half the net value of the farm or
business, a retirement allowance, and an allowance
for emergencies are all deducted from assets before
any remaining assets are taxed for an educational
contribution.

The consideration of assets in need analysis is
occasionally questioned because unlike income
cemin assets of the family, such as real estate or

4 Assets may be treated as an income supplement and then taxed
(Bowman & Weiss, 1968, 1970) or they may be taxed directly The
American College Testing Program, 1968, 1970a).
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home equity, do not produce cash. Thus, it is

argued that they do not contribute to the ability of
the family to pay for college. Few would argue,
however, that assets do not contribut to the
wealth of the family and that given equal income
for similar families the family with substantial
assets is financially better off than the family with
no assets. Hence, if aid is to be equitably distrib-
uted to students with the greatest financial need,
the need analysis model must consider the families'
entire financial situation which includes both
income and assets.

In addition to the standard or typical family
situations that are analyzed, there is a variety of
atypical situations to which the need analysis
model should be sensitive. Examples include the
additional living expenses that accrue when there
are two working parert3 or when there is only one
parent and small children, Social Security pay-

ments made to the child but used to support the
family, students who are not supported by their
parents, debts that exceed assets, the evaluation of
income from farmers and self-employed business-
men, families with more than one child in college,
and high concentration of family assets in the
name of the student. Other examples would
include unusual circumstances that might occur to
the family in a given year that would affect their
ability to pay for college, such as extraordinary
medical expenses, severe damage to the house or
business, theft of personal property, etc. Each of
these situations, and others like it, represent
extraordinary circumstances that are not reflected
in the BLS budgets; yet they affect the ability of
the family to make an educational contribution.
Hence, to accurately determine financial need in
these situations, special procedures must be defined
and incorporated into the need analysis model so
that the appropriate adjustments can be made.

How Much Can Parents Contribute?

The interplay of available student aid funds and
financial need analysis has been a source of
confusion and problems throughout the history of
need analysis. The problems arise when aid funds
are insufficient to meet the need of students
attending higher education, and they become more
severe as the gap between available aid and
financial need increases. A simple example will
illustrate this point. Assume two students with
need of $1,000 and $500 to attend a low-cost
public institution and available aid of $500. Should
all the aid be granted to the student with the
greatest need? Should it be divided equally
between the two? If $500 will not enable the
student with $1,000 need to attend college, should
the full amount be awarded to the student with the
least need? This example is easily rendered more
complex by introducing special aid programs with
unique objectives, consideration of more expensive
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private colleges, or spreading it over 3 years with a
drastic increase in the cost of living, a corre-
sponding adjustment in financial need and no
increase in the available aid.

Questioning the concept of relative financial
need, with need varying with the cost of attending
an institution, West (1963) pointed out that

need analysis may spread the funds among those in the
higher socioeconomic groups who want to attend more
prestigious institutions. It is ironic to discover, comparing
the financial need of students from high and low socio-
economic classes, that students of high socioeconomic
status :requently have greater "financial need" than stu-
dents of low socioeconomic status, because they select more
expensive colleges. As a corollary, it is possible that the
flow of talented students to prestigious institutions widens
the differences among institutions [p. 90] .

Bowman points out that prior to 1964 CSS
related its need analysis system to the availability



of funds so that when changes were made in the
need analysis system, they were made in a manner
that would not increase the aggregate financial
need of CSS filers. Because there was no thought
of a large-scale increase in financial aid resources,
the problem was to divide existing resources among
applicants in the fairest way possible. "The result
was that the pie remained the same but was sliced
in a different manner" (Bowman, 1970, p. 4).
More recently, however, CSS has taken a different
posture on this problem. Pointing to the two
dichotomous roles that can be played by a need
analysis systemas an objective measure of ability
to pay for higher education or as a rationing device
for available financial aid fundsBowman (1970)
indicates that

since 1964, CSS has attempted to restate the need analysis
system and base the levels of expectation in relation to
current economic concepts and the best available evidence
on parental ability to pay for higher education [p. 10] .

In a similar manner the ACT need analysis system
has been adjusted to reflect changes in the ability
of families to pay for higher education without
regard to increases or decreases in the availability
of student aid funds (The American College
Testing Program, 1969, pp. 10-16; 1970b, pp.
13-30).

Even though need analysis systems are based on
broad economic criteria that reflect the expenses
for maintaining the family, it is possible that the
systems will not produce equivalent amounts of
expected contribution (Orwig, 1970). Similarly,
when aggregate aid is less than aggregate need or
when as a result of an adjustment in a need analysis
system aggregate need changes but aggregate aid
remains the same, the distribution of aid to
colleges and students is affected (Doermann,
1970). The former problem arises from lack of
consensus about the living standard to be applied
in evaluating financial need. One need analysis
system might use the BLS low budget to evaluate
families, and another system might use both the
low and moderate BLS budgets to evaluate
families. A probable result of these different
approaches is that the former system would
probably expect a greater contribution from
higher-income families than would the latter. Other
things being equal, the low budget based system
would tend to channel more funds to lower-income
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students than would the system based on the
moderate budget and, on the other hand, the low
budget system would tend to provide less aid to
students attending the more expensive private
institutions.

Which system would be correct or more accu-
rately reflect the ability of families to pay for
college? The answer to this question is not clear
because it depends upon the answer to a more
fundamental question: To what extent should
families be asked to sacrifice to pay for college?
Should families be allowed expenses that would
enable them to live et the poverty level, at a low
standard of living, at a moderate standard of living,
or at a high standard of living? Should families be
evaluated in terms of their own living standard
with allowed expenses increasing as the standard of
living increases? Although fundamental to the
determination of individual financial need and the
amount of funds required to meet aggregate
financial need in a need-based aid program, ques-
tions such as these have not been asked and
consequently have not been answered. A system
based on the low BLS budget implicitly assumes a
greater sacrifice than would one based on the
moderate budget or one based on varying budgets.
Proceeding from different assumptions, the two
systems would tend to end up with different
expectations from the parents, and they would
tend to allocate different proportions of funds to
different socioeconomic populations.

If financial aid programs are to effectively serve
the purposes they are established to accomplish, it
is necessary to recognize the interplay between
financial need analysis and the aid program. As a
minimum this requires an understanding that the
determination of financial need will be influenced
by the degree of sacrifice that is expected of
parents as they help to pay for the college expenses
of their children. If in evaluating financial need,
allowance is made to maintain the family at a low
standard, individual and aggregate financial need
will be different than if allowance is made to
maintain the family at a moderate or high standard
of living. Second, it must be recognized that if aid
funds are inadequate to meet financial need, it is
possible that a need-based student aid program
designed to equalize educational opportunity will
not accomplish its objectives or that it may have
corollary effects. With absolute financial need as



the criterion, less aid and perhaps fewer students
will go to private colleges. Relative need, on the
other hand, r ay provide more aid to private
institutions but to fewer students assuming that
funds are limited. Finally, just as changing
economic conditions vvill affect the purchasing
power of a dollar, it will also affect the ability of
the family to pay for college. The financial need of
a family with $6,000 income today is greater than

the financial need of the same family with the
same income 5 years ago. It follows, therefore, that
state and federal aid programs would recognize the
dynamic relationship that exists between a

changing economy and the need for student aid
funds, and that they would be increased accord-
ingly. Sadly, this has not been the case, and the
result is the financial crisis facing students and
*nstitutions of higher education.
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